
STOREWATCH: FLM HARvEST PLACE

South African’s leading fresh 
produce retailer, Food Lover’s 

Market, has opened a stunning 
food emporium in Kempton Park’s 
Harvest Place Mall. The store 
boasts the newest retail design 
and innovation across its many 
departments to create a truly 
unique shopping experience. The 
high premium on offering the best 
shopping experience is evident 
through incredible attention to detail 
and retail innovation employed 
throughout the store.

Design enhancements include 
wider aisles, dedicated food 
stations dotted around the store 
and a key focus on unique must-
try products for the discerning 
customer. Departments are designed 
as dedicated destination areas, 
offering customers a Theatre-of-Food 
experience within the supermarket 
environment. 

Press release supplied by Food Lovers Market

Food Lover’s Market Harvest Place opens to  
the delight of Kempton Park shoppers
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This new state of the art store offers customers 
unique experiences including …

l  A spacious and inviting entrance and 
widely spaced aisles, which enables a more 
comfortable – and socially distanced – 
shopping experience.

l  A wide variety of fruit and vegetables, which 
cater to diverse palettes by also including 
a range of exotic fruit and veg. 

l  A largest specialist health and wellness section, 
which includes Chinese Teas and Banting 
products, as well as dried nuts and fruit.

l  A stunning array of Indian spices, which 
is a must-have for the more creative 
and inquisitive home chef. Spices include 
everything from Briyani spices to the much-
loved Mother-in-Law spice.

l  The Cheese and Deli departments sports 
a delicious array of dairy and charcuterie items, 
evoking flavours from around the world.

l  The butchery is well-stocked, with a wide 
variety of fresh meats. Beef lovers will enjoy 
the big selection of steak and biltong.

l  The expanded Groceries section allows for 
a full 360-degree shopping experience and 
is a first for Food Lover’s Market, boasting 
electronic tags to read the price of items.

l  The bakery offers a mouthwatering array 
of sweet treats and breads. All baked goods 
are baked on-site and the bread is delivered 
from the upstairs kitchen.
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l  The Seafood department offers a wide selection 
of fresh fish and crustacean options, while the 
hot foods section provides delicious, fresh fried 
fish and chips, pizza, pasta and Crispy Chicken.

l  The food emporium section will delight with an 
array of mouthwatering salads and hot foods. 
At the same time, you can select a meal for lunch 
or dinner from the pizza, gyros, pies, paninis and 
sushi stations – all delicious and fresh!

True Kitchen – a coffee shop with a key focus 
on fresh, healthy and tasty meal selections:
The True Kitchen, which adjoins the shop, is 
a chic sit-down coffee shop option for shoppers 
wanting to grab a quick lunch or pop in for 
breakfast. The menu caters to all tastes and offers 
both healthier options, as well as hearty cooked 
breakfasts, burgers and more.
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I N S E C T  L I G H T  T R A P S

BEYOND LIMITS

*Available exclusively at your Pest Control Service Provider.

info@pesafrica.net
www.genusled.co.za

Discover the future at

The new Genus® LED range is a result of 9 years of relentless discovery to 
achieve the ultimate extensive range of insect light traps. It is benchmarked 
against OUR OWN fluorescent units for performance and achieves the UN’s 
target for Sustainable Development Goal 7.3 for 2030, today. 

THE GENUS® 
LED RANGE 
OUTPERFORMS 
OUR OWN 
FLUORESCENT 
INSECT LIGHT 
TRAPS:

Genus® Cobra LED vs  
Genus® Cobra Fluorescent

Genus® Illumé Galaxy LED vs 
Genus® Illumé Galaxy Fluorescent

Genus® Fli LED vs  
Genus® Fli Fluorescent

61%

LESS

reduction in 
carbon emissions
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